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SHEAVES OF //-SPACES AND SHEAF COHOMOLOGY

BY

JAMES M. PARKS(')

ABSTRACT.   The concept of a sheaf of //-spaces is introduced and, using

the Cech technique, a cohomology theory is defined in which the cohomology

"groups" are //-spaces.   The corresponding axioms of Cartan [3] for this theory

are verified and other properties of the theory are investigated.

0.  Introduction.  In defining sheaves of algebraic structures the local homeo-

morphism condition is central in order to topologize the sheaf space in such a

way as to preserve the (discrete) stalkwise structures.   If the stalks are allowed

to support a nondiscrete structure (such as an //-structure) then the local

homeomorphism condition will no longer suffice.  However by weakening this

local condition (such that the local path-connectedness is preserved under the pro-

jection (open) map) a topology may be introduced in the sheaf space in such a

way as to preserve the stalk structures and include the discrete situation as a

special case.  This is the basic aim of this paper.

In § 1 the definition of a sheaf of //-spaces is introduced and examples and

terminology are covered. Particular attention should be paid to the main example

below as a motivation for such sheaves vs. sheaves of algebraic structures.  The

cohomology theory is defined in §2 using the Cech construction [2, pp. 470—

471], and the axioms for this theory (cf. [3]) are demonstrated in §3.  In §4

the excision property is covered, and in §5 the homotopy property for this co-

homology is proved.

All base and stalk spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff and the term mapping

always means continuous mapping.  Finite indexes are denoted by -n.  The term

//-space means a space with a continuous multiplication (an //-structure) which

admits a two-sided identity (up-to-homotopy).  (It is not assumed the stalk spaces

satisfy the homotopy extension property.) Terminology will follow [10] with

particular attention to Definition 1.3 whenever maps of sheaves of //-spaces are

involved.
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1. Sheaves of //-spaces.

Definition 1.1.   If {Hx,px}x is a collection of //-spaces (and correspond-

ing multiplications) indexed by a given space X, let H = U;^* and let the func-

tion p: H —* X be defined by p(Hx) = x.   A basis for a topology on fi is deter-

mined as follows. Given a point a in H, a set N in H which contains a is called

open iff p(N) is open in X and N n Hx is open and path connected in //^ for all

x in X. If for each point in fi a path-connected neighborhood in the basis deter-

mined above exists and the operations px are continuous in this topology on fi,

then the structure (ff, p, X) (or H when X is understood) is called a sheaf of H-

spaces.  Clearly a sheaf of algebraic structures is a sheaf of //-spaces.

Examples.   Let p: E —*• B be a map such that p~l(x) — F, F a given space

(a quasi-fibration [8], [10] for instance), and let E' = {<p G EF\y: F -*+ p~l(x)

for some x G B}. Then if p : E' —> B is defined by p'(y) = p(y(F)), one has

p'~1(x) = F' = {ip: F—► F\<p is a homotopy-equivalence}, i.e. p is the associated

(principal) map to p [9]. If E reflects the local path-connectedness of B via p

as in 1.1 above then the space E' is a sheaf of//-spaces (of type F') over B.

An example of a sheaf of //-spaces which is not itself an //-space is the sheaf

(S2, p, D), D the unit disc in the plane, with p the projection of S2 onto D. (The

only spheres which support //-structures are S°, S1, S3, and 57 [1].)

Definition 1.2. Let 0: X—► H denote a (not necessarily unique) section

which satisfies: 6(x) G C(ex) C Hx for all x in X, where C(ex) is the component

of the identity in Hx.

Let S(X, H) denote the collection of global sections of H with the compact-

open topology.  Define a multiplication p on S(X, H) as follows: if s, tG S(X, H),

then for each x G X

(1.2a) P(s, t)(x) = px(s(x), t(x)).

Continuity is immediate. Note ju is continuous if X is locally compact, how-

ever the following argument demonstrates this condition is not necessary.  Let U

be an open set about p(s, t) in S(X, tf).  Then there exists a finite collection of

open sets in the subbasis, {Af(C,-, 0;)},-^, such that p(s, t) G f)ÍG7rAf(Cf, 0¡) C U.

Let U¡ be a neighborhood of s(x) in f/, and V¡ a neighborhood of r(jc) in H, x G

C¡, such that if st and t¡ GS(X, H) such that s((x) G U{ and f,(jt') G V¡, where

x G C¡, then p(s¡, t¡)(x) = pxis¡(x), tfa')) G 0¡. Thus s GC\M(CV U¡) and

t G C\M(C¡, V¡). Let s G C\M(C¡, U¡) and t' G C\M(C¡, V,), then p(s, t') G

C\M(C¡, 0,) since p(s, t')(x) = px(s'(x), t'(x)) G 0¡ whenever x G C¡ by definition
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of Ui and V¡. An identity (up-to-homotopy) for S(X, H) is the section 9. The

notation s ° t will be used for u(s, t) below.

If U C X, then S(U, H\U), where H\U = p~l(U), is an //-space under the

induced multiplication from S(X, fi).  Denote S(U, H\U) by S(U, H) below.

Let F be a family of supports on X and U C X. Then Sp\Tj(U, H) is the

collection of sections s G £(£/, f/) which satisfy |s| G F\U, where Fit/ = L4 C £/|

A G F} and |s I = {x G AT|s(jc) £ C(ex)}.   The collection SFW(U, H) is closed

under the multiplication of S(X, H) restricted to Sp^^U, fi), for if s, t G

SFI {/(£/, H), then |i|, |f| G F|í/and, since \pF{U(s, t)\~ 3 \s\~ U Iff, it follows

that Ip^iryís, í)l C |s| n |r| and thus Ip^r/s, /)| G F|í/, or Sp^C/, H) is an H-

space.

Definition 1.3.   Let fi and K be sheaves of//-spaces on X.  A map of

sheaves of H-spaces a: fi —* K is a map such that

(1.3a) p2<x=pi,

(1.3b) ax:Hx-* Kx is an //-map [10].

X

Note, if a is a map of sheaves of//-spaces fi —► K, then H w K iff o:^ : //x —► UT,

is a homotopy equivalence for all x G X.

The map a induces a map a: 5(Z, H) —► S(X, K) by the rule a'(s) = as,

s G 5(X, ff). The section functor S is thus a functor on the category of sheaves

of //-spaces on some fixed base space to the category of //-spaces and //-maps.

Definition 1.4.   Let V C U C X be open sets and define as usual the map

(1.4a) ruv:S(U,H)-^S(V,H)

by restriction. This map is clearly an //-map, and the collection

(1.4b) 2 = {S(U, H), ruv)

forms a direct system.

Definition 1.5.   A presheafP of H-spaces on X is a contravariant functor

on Tx and inclusions to the category of //-spaces and restrictions  (//-word-maps).

Let M = \JUGjx(U x P(U)) and define (x, a) ~ (y, b) iff x = y and there

exists a neighborhood of x, say W C U n V, such that P(iwu)(a) = P(iwv)(b),

where (x, a) G U x ?(£/) and 0, b) G V x P(V) and i^17 is inclusion.
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Form the quotient space fT = Af/~ (the quotient topology is assumed).  Let

■n: H —► X be the projection map induced by p: M —► X, where p(x, a) = x

(note it is open since p is open and p is continuous, where p. M —► H is the

natural map).

Consider n~l(x) = Hx = {(x, a)}.  This is clearly the limit:

(1.5a)     L  {P(U), ruw} = {(a)\(y, b) G <a> iff ru w(a) = rvw(b), xGWCUnV},

x<=U

and has a natural //-structure.  Thus ff is essentially \Jxex^x-

Since the stalkwise multiplications in Af are continuous, they are so in H,

and H is called the sheaf of H-spaces generated by P on X.

Note if H is a sheaf of //-spaces and P is the presheaf of sections of fi, there

is a map i/-: ff —*■ lí defined by ¡P(ax) = <a>JC — {s\s(x) — a} which preserves the

/f-structure and is a homotopy equivalence stalkwise, with inverse (a)^ = ax, where

s'(x) — a for all s'G (a)x.  Thus H Ä H as sheaves of //-spaces by 1.3.

2.  Sheaf cohomology.  It is assumed below that the stalk //-structures are

homotopy-associative, homotopy-commutative and admit homotopy inverses [10]

which are continuous in the topology of the sheaf space.  These restrictions are

sufficient for this construction.  The //-space S(U, H) inherits these additional

properties through the induced //-structure. A sheaf cohomology with coefficients

in a sheaf of //-spaces will be defined using the Cech technique (cf. [2], [4] ).

Definition 2.1.   Let co = {w¡} and v = {u;} be open covers of X with

corresponding nerves w and v.  If the nucleus Af = O^=o w¡    ** 0 tnen

w¡   . . . w¡   is a <7-simplex (which is denoted by i0 . . . iq for convenience).  Let

w(q) denote the collection of <7-simplexes in w.

Define the ç-cochains of w with coefficients in 2 (see (1.4b)) by

(2.1a) C«(w, 2) = {/*: w(q) -* 21/*(/0 . . . iq) G S(N, «)},

N the nucleus of /0 . . . i„. Topologize Cq(w, 2) with the compact-open topology.

Define a multiplication on Cq(w, 2) by the rule:

(2.1b) (fq o gq)(i0 ■ ■ ■ iq) = HN(fii0 ■ ■ ■ ',)> gQ(i0 ■ ■ ■ '«))•

where fq, gq G Cq(w, 2).

If 6q denotes a map i0 . . . iq —> 6NG S(N, ff)> then by an argument simi-

lar to that of 1.2 Cq(w, 2) is an //-space with a homotopy-associative and homotopy-

commutative //-structure which admits homotopy-inverses.

Let

(2.1c) C%(w, 2) = {fq G Cq(w, 2)| \fq\ G F},
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where \fq\ is the closure of the union (JI/'O'o . . . iq)\ taken over w(q).  By 1.2

and the above definition of multiplication on Cq(w, 2) the space CF(w, 2) is an

//-space under the induced multiplication of Cq(w, 2).

Definition 2.2.   Define a map d: CF(w, 2) —► CF+l(w, 2) by

(2.2a) (dfqXi0 - • - W - "o (tyNkNfq(i0 ■■■k---iq+1)>
fc=0

whereA = n^t10wIm *0;Nk =C\m*kw¡m *0,forfc = O,. . . ,q + 1;

i is the homotopy-inverse onS(A, ff) and (t) denotes t on the odd terms and the

identity (up-to-homotopy) on the even terms. The right-hand side of equation

(2.2a) is a shorthand notation for the product:

"VC, • ■ • ',+ ,) ° irN\fq(i0i2 ...iq+1)o...

° (O^VOo . . . S . . . iq+l) o . . . c (t)rNq^Nfq(i0 . . . iq).

Lemma 2.3.   The map d is an H-map and d2 is trivial (i.e. d2 — 9).

Proof.  Let fq, ¿* G CF(w, 2) and (i0 . . . iq+l)Gw(q + I). Then

(2.3a) (d(fq o ̂ ))(/0 . . . i      ) - "o (OrN*Nfq o ,%«*)</„ • • • k ■ ■ ■ '«♦.).
fc=0

and

fq+l
O

. fc=0

(2.3b)
/C7+1

W o df)(i0 . . . iq+l) = i"O \i)rN^Nfq(i0 . . . £ . . . iq+1))

Co  (OrNkNgHi0---k- -./fl+1)).
k=0

Since the //-structures are homotopy-commutative, (2.3a) and (2.3b) are

homotopic and d is an //-map.

Let O'o • • ■ '9+2) e w(l + 2)>then

(d2fq)(i0 . . . iq+2)

(2.3c) ,+2 q+2 .

= o (t>%(   o (tyN*iNjm0...r...k...iq+2)),
fc=0 \j=0;j±k K I

where Nk¡ = C\m^j;m*kwim-
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By definition of the restriction maps (1.4a) r kNr k'N —r k'N. (Note also

Nkj = N]k and i ° i — 1.) By expanding (2.3c) and applying this information one

has

(2.3d)       (dV^Oo • • • ', + 2) = 0*+2('"o • • • W = 0NG S(N, fi).

Definition 2.4.   Let Ker cf = {fq\dfq s 6q+l} and Im dq =

{/«+ ' \fq+ ' ~ dqfq for some /<?}.

Lemma 2.5.   Im dq and Ker dq are H-spaces for q>0.

Proof.  lffq, gq G Ker dq, then clearly/«o^e Ker if17, and Ker dq is

an //-space under the multiplication of CF(w, 2).

Let/<7+1, ^+1 G Im dq. Then there exist elements/9, g G CF(w, 2)

such that fq+1 «* d«/* and g9+1 ^cfig". Thus /9+ ' o ̂ ? + ' e Im dq (also

6"7"1"' G Im cT7, since d'fl'7 « 0«+ '), and Im if7 is an //-space.

Definition 2.6.   By 2.3 Im dq~l C Ker dq for <? > 1. Define

(2.6a) //£(w, 2) = {/« olmif11/9 e Ker dq},

where/" o lm d"'1 - {/* ° ^bj*7 G Im cf7-1} (recall the definition of Im d*7-1

above (2.4)).  Recall also (2.1) the //-structures involved are homotopy-commuta-

tive, thus HF(w, 2) is well defined (as Imcr1"1 behaves as a normal subgroup in

view of 2.4, i.e. Im dq~i determines an equivalence relation on Ker if7 which is

natural with respect to the //-structure on Ker dq 2.5). Under the quotient

topology an //-structure is induced on HF(w, 2) by the rule

(2.6b)        p'(fq o im dq-\ g o Im </<?-') = (f'o^).imifí-1.

Let </«> denote the coset/9 ° Im dq~1 and 0 denote 0q «Imif"1 below.

The induced map a is continuous by the following argument.  Let {fq),

if) G HF(w, 2) and let tí = p!({fq), (g")).   Let U be a neighborhood of

tí, then by the quotient topology U = {(jq)}, where jq G V C Ker dq, V open.

Now h' G U so tí = hq » Im dq ~ ' for some /z"7 G K.   By the continuity of ¿i

there exist neighborhoods Wx and W2 of/*7 andg*7, respectively, such that

/¿(m9, nq) G V whenever mq G Wv and nq G W2. Thus if W\ is the open set

determined by Wx and W'2 is the open set determined by W2 (in HF(w, 2)), then

//((m"7), (nq>) G [/whenever (m"7) G W[ and to"7) G W2.

Definition 2.7.   If v and cj are open covers of X and <o refines i>, v < co,

let pvvu denote a (nonunique) projection map of simplexes (/0 . . . i )Gw into

Simplexes O'o • • • Jp) Gv,p<q.

This map induces a map pw#v: CqF(v, 2) -+ CqF(w, 2) by the rule:
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Pw*vfq(i0---iq) = rMNfq(pi0...piq),

149

where N = C[w¡  , M = C\v, _D,   , and fq G CF(v, 2).

Note \pw#vfq\ c \f\> and PW#v is an H-™V since ^N is an //"maP (L4)-

■*  Cq(v,-Z)-

Pw\

•*■ cs(w, s>-

d?.

d?,

>  Cq+1(v,-£)

Pw#u

+ CF+l(w,Z)

Lemma 2.8.   Ifv<oj then for q>\

(2.8a) dlp^^p»*^,

(2.8b)

(2.8c)

p^iKer^CKerd«,

p^Imc/r^CIm^-

Proof.   (2.8a) is immediate, (2.8b) follows from (2.8a), and (2.8c) follows

by a standard diagram chasing argument (see diagram above).

Definition 2.9.   By (2.8) pw#v induces an //-map pw*u: HF(v, 2) -*

Hp(w, 2) by the rule:

(2.9a) Pw*v(<fq>) = (Pw#vfq),

where </«> G Hq(v, 2).

The uniqueness of the induced map pw*v is demonstrated by the following

lemma.

Pw\

Lemma 2.10. Ifpwv and p'wv are projection maps ofw to v, then pw v =

Proof.  Define as usual a map D: CF(w, 2) —> CF~l(w, 2) by
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(2.10a)    Df(i0 . . . L_i) = "6 (C)rMkNfq(pir) . . . pikp'ik . . . p'i__,),
t=o

where Mk - (fïJUo wpiw) n (0*=* wpiJ> and TV = flu,-.  Then

(2.10b)        (Ddfq « dZy«X/0 • • •  ''<,) " (P'W#v ° Pw#„X/0 • • • *'<?)•

If </«> G Hq(v, 2), then Z"7 G Ker dq and ZW/« = B", while cf/)/'7 G

Imd"-1.  Thus {(Dd ° dD)fq) = 0 and p'w*u = pwV

Definition 2.11.   By 1.4 and 2.7 the collection {Hp(w, 2), pw*v} forms a

homotopy-direct system.(2) Define the cohomology of X with values in H and

supports in Fas the homotopy-direct-limit(3) of this system

(2.1 la) Hp(X, ff) =J4Hp(w, 2), p»\}.

Theorem 2.12.  Hp(X, H) is an H-space.

Proof.  If a < ß < v < us, then

(2.12a)      Pw*v(pv(p"*a((x)a), pv\((x)b))) - pw(pw*a«x)a), pw*b((x)b)),

and

(2.12b) Hv(pb*a(Wal Pb*a«*\)) - Pb*aßa(<*\> <*U

since the connecting maps are //-maps.

The limit space HF(X, H) has a continuous multiplication p defined as follows:

(2.12c) p((x)a, <x)b) = (pv(pv*a((x)a), pv*b((x)b))),

where <x)a, <x)b G HF(X, H) and a,ß<v.

The definition is independent of the choice of v and of the choice of repre-

sentative of the elements of HF(X, H) by a standard argument.  Denote p(ix)a, (x)b)

by (x)a ° {x)b and <0>a by 0 below.

A homotopy-inverse for HF(w, 2) is iw, and a homotopy-inverse t for

HF(X,H) is defined by t((x)a) =(ia(xa)). The associative and commutative prop-

erties of the //-structures on the spaces HF(w, 2) carry over to HF(X, H) in view

of the definition of the //-structure on HF(X, H) above.

If ff is a sheaf of //-spaces such that if, the sheaf generated by the presheaf

of sections of ff (see 1.5), is a sheaf of algebraic structures, then the cochain spaces

are isomorphic as //-spaces.  Thus the (Cech) cohomology group with coefficients

(2) Connecting maps satisfy the condition: PV*UPW*V ~ PW*U (as #-maPs in tnis case)

whenever " < v < w  [6].

(3) Homotopy replaces equality in the usual equivalence relation [5], [6] ; this is not

the homotopy-limit of Milnor: Morse theory,   Princeton Univ. Press, 1963.
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in fi is isomorphic with the cohomology "group" with coefficients in fi (consid-

ered as //-spaces).   It is clear that the above constructions include the ordinary

Cech theory.

The following definition will be needed below.

Definition 2.13.   Let A C X, and /: A —*■ X an inclusion map. It is

assumed that A is locally closed in X if F is a paracompactifying family of sup-

ports [2, p. 139].  The inclusion map induces an onto map f*: CF(v, 2) —►

CF\A(v\A, 2), where u|^4 = {v¡\v¡ n A =£ 0}, by the scheme

(2.13a) ¿*(/p)(/o---/P)=/P0>o---yp)'

where (j0 . . . jp) G v\A, fp G CF(v, 2), and F\A = {B G F\B C A}.

Define the relative cochain space by CF(v, v\A, 2) = Ker z*.  Then, since

dp(Ker /*) C Ker /*, the relative cohomology space HF(v, v\A, 2) is well defined

and inherits a multiplication from Cp(v, 2). Also i* induces a map /*: HF(v, 2)

-♦ HplA(v\A, 2), defined by ¿*(</p>) = <z*/p>, since i*dp - dpi#.

lfp'w*v = pw*„|Ker /*, then {HF(v, v\A, 2), p'w*v} forms a homotopy-

direct system [5], [6] and the relative cohomology space is defined as the limit of

this system:

(2.13b) HpF(X, A, H) = UHF(v, v\A, 2), p'w*v].

3. Axioms for sheaf cohomology theory. The above cohomology theory

satisfies Cartan's axioms [3] for a sheaf cohomology theory in the setting for

sheaves of //-spaces.  Such a theory is made clear by the following definition.

Definition 3.1.   A cohomology theory with coefficients in a sheaf of H-

spaces is a covariant 5-functor [7, p. 40] from the category of sheaves of//-spaces

on a given space to the category of //-spaces and //-maps which satisfies the follow-

ing axioms:

I. HF(X, fi) contains a copy of SF(X, fi) as a sub-//-space.

II. If 0 —► fi' -^* H —*■ fi" —► 0 is an exact sequence of sheaves of//-

spaces on X (see 3.2 below), then the sequence

-> Hp(X, fi") ■&•+ Hp+! (X, H') Ä> Hp+1 (X, H) -£-► • • •

is exact (i.e. Im S* — Ker a*).

III. HF(X, fi) = 0 if H is a fine sheaf (see Definition 3.2 below) and p > 0.

Definition 3.2.   A sequence of sheaves of //-spaces is exact iff the image

of one map is isomorphic with the kernel of the map which follows in the se-

quence (recall 1.3), that is, the sequence • • • —► fi,_,-► H¡ —► Hi+1 —►

• • • is exact iff Im a¡_, « Ker a¡, where Ker ou = {a G H,-la,-(a) — 9], and
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Im a¡_ j = {a G f/,|a — a¡_ j(b)} (a¡ as defined in 1.3).  An exact sequence of

//-spaces is defined similarly.

A sheaf of //-spaces H is fine iff for each fine covering of X (X locally com-

pact [2, p. 141]) or locally finite cover of X, {u,}, [7, p. 74], there exist sheaf

maps a¡: H —*■ H (1.3) such that

(3.2a) |a,| C v0

(3.2b) Oa,~lH.
i

It is clear if 1: H -* H is the identity map, then 1*: //£(X, ff) —► //£(X, fi)

is an //-isomorphism.  Also, if f/' -^ H •&* H" then (3*a* = (ßa)*: HF(X, H') —*

HF(X, H").

In contrast to the usual situation the following relation holds.

Theorem 3.3. HF(X, ff) 3 SF(X, H) as a sub-H-space.

Proof.   It is assumed HF(X, ff) is trivial for p < 0, therefore //£(i>, 2) =

Ker tf°.  Clearly every section s G SF(X, ff) determines a cocycle in HF(v, 2).

Thus 5F(X, fi) C //°(X, 2) (2.1).

In order to obtain a stronger relation, additional assumptions must be made

on the sheaf space, i.e. the way the stalk structures connect to each other topolog-

ically.  Thus in the case of sheaves (of algebraic structures) the local maps may be

pieced together to obtain a global map or section of AT using the discreteness of

the stalks.

Theorem 3.4.  Let 0 —* H' -^* H —► H" —► 0 be an exact sequence of

sheaves of H-spaces on X, then there exists a map 8P: HF(X, ff") —► HF+1(X, H')

such that the sequence

- Hp(X, ff) -^- Hp+1 (X, ff) -^ Hp+ '(X, H) £— ■ • •

is exact.

Proof.   Let v = {v¡} be an open cover of X and N = O^-q v¡   =£ 0.

Clearly a# and j3# commute with the differentials (2.2).

0 -» Cp(v, 2')     a     > Cf(u, 2) —2—► Cf(t>, 2") -* 0

dp dp d"p

0 -* Cp+l(v, 2') -2-i- <^+1(u, 2) -^ CP+ l(ü, 2") ~* 0

If (fp) G HF(v, 2"), define the connecting map 8P by
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(3.4a) Ôp(</P>) = <ôp/p> = (a*-1dpß#- lfp).

That the map Sp is well defined follows below and 5P commutes with the

connecting maps of the homotopy-direct system.

Let^^G/f-VXthen

¿"(tf » f2) «* dpgp o dpf2 * dpa#hp - a#d'php

for some hp G Cg(v, 2'), since gp ° ig% G Ker j3#. Thus

(dpgp o uPfi) o (ta*d'php) - dp^ « ií^ » a#d'php) ~9P+1,

or {a#-ldPg$ = (a*-1dpgP)GHF+1(v, 2).

The map 6P is natural by a straightforward argument which is omitted here

(see [5]).

A long exact sequence results:

(3.4b)-► Hp(v, 2") -^U Hp+ l(p, 2') -2Î-* //p+»(«, 2) -£- • • • .

Exactness at //^(u, 2") is demonstrated here with the other two cases fol-

lowing by similar arguments [5].

Let </p> G Im ß*, then </p> = p"*«*")) = </?V>. and

S*(</p>) = <ôp/p> = <a#-1dpß#~1fp) = ia#-ldpgp) = <0p+1>,

or Im/3* CKerô*.

Let </p> G Ker S*, then S*(</p>) = <5P/P> = <0P+1>.  But Sp/P =

a*-ldpß#~1fp, so^ G ß*~lfp has the property that ß*((gp)) = </p>.

By passing to the limit of the exact sequences (3.4b) one obtains the desired

exact sequence.

Theorem 3.5. HF(X, fi) is trivial for p > 0 if fi is fine.

Proof.   Let v = {u,} be a fine cover (or locally finite cover) (3.2), {a,-} a

set of sheaf maps with supports in {v¡} (3.2a), and {a'¡} the induced maps on the

space of sections (1.3).

Define a map D: CF(v, 2) —> CF~l(v, 2), by

(3.5a) (Z)/P)(z0 . . . tp_,) =  O c/(/P0zo . . . //,_,)),
/err

where n is a finite set. Then if x G n^=o%V?/, (Pfp)(i0 . . . z'p_,)(x) - 0,.

Note that |o£s| C |s| for all s G S(X, H), thus |£>/p| C |/p|. Combining

the maps D and d one obtains

(3.5b)   dp~lDfp(i0 . . . / ) =   O (tyjj*/ O a;/p0ïo . . . je ... //p)),
fc=o \/e7T /
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(3.5c)   Ddpfp(i0... ) =   O   elfo (L)rMkMfp(i'0 ... % ... /;+,)),
he-it'      \k=0

where /„ 7p+i =hi0...hip.

In order to obtain nontrivial results / must take on the values iQ . . . ip.

Combining (3.5b) and (3.5c) one obtains

(3.5d)  (dp~lD o Ddp)fp(i0 . . . ip) -   O a). Zp0o • • • ip) ̂ /P0'o • • • ip)-
n = 0     "

Thus Ker dp -Imdp"1 and HF(v, 2) is trivial as an //-space.

4.  Excision.  As an application of the above theory an excision theorem is

proved (recall 2.13).

Theorem 4.1. If U C X is open, U is contained in the interior of A C X,

and j': (X\U, A\U) —► (X, A) is the inclusion map, then for any family of sup-

ports F

(4.1a) /'*: HF(X, A, H) -21* H*(X\U, A\U, fi).

Proof.   Let v be an open cover of X and co = /"" ' (v) an open cover of

X\U.   Let v and w be the corresponding nerves of the covers v and co.  The covers

of X are assumed to satisfy: vk C\ U 4^ 0 implies vk C A.  Such a collection of

covers is cofinal in the collection of all open covers of (X, A) [11, p. 243].

The following diagram is determined:

# •#

0 -> Cp(v, v\A, 2) -^-* Cp(v, 2) —^ CFU(v\A, 2) -+ 0

'# j
11 "
/ V j* II h\A

0 -* Cp(w, w\A, 2) -^* CP(w, 2) -^ C^M(wM, 2) —* 0

The rows are exact by 2.13, square I commutes and square II commutes

up-to-homotopy.  The maps/* andj*\A are isomorphisms since/(/„ .../) =

0"o ■ • • ip) for a11 O'o ■ • • ip) e W(P)-

The map j'* is onto, since t?*/„# = /*t?*, and satisfies

Cp(v, v\A, 2) ~jtntCpF(v, v\A, 2) = vtí*CF(v, v\A, 2) ^j'*Cp(v, v\A, 2).

Thus /y* is an isomorphism and /'* is an //-isomorphism.
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5.  Homotopy.

Definition 5.1.   If/: X—* Y and fi is a sheaf of //-spaces on Y, then the

inverse image sheaf on X, f*H, is defined as the subset of X x ff which satisfies

the matching condition fix) — p(a), where p: fi —► Y is the projection map.

Note that (f*H)x * fi/(.x) as//-spaces.  An/-cohomorphism/*: fi—>/*ff is deter-

mined by this stalk isomorphism.

Definition 5.2.   If /: X —> Y and H is a sheaf of //-spaces on Y, then /

induces a map

(5.2a) ft: Cq(w, 2) — Cq(f~J (w), 2')

by the rule/*(^)(z0 . . . iq) = gq(i0 . . . iq), where ^ G C*(w, 2), (z0 . . . /,)

G/~V) (and thus (z0 . . . iq) G w), and 2' = {S(U, f*H),ruv}. It is clear that

/* is an //-homomorphism, \f*(gq)\ - \gq\ (see 2.1), and it may be easily shown

that #*«*/**

Define an //-homomorphism

(5.2b) /*: Hq(w, 2) -> //«</"» (w), 2')

by/*((^>) = </^>.
Let z = /~V), « = /_1(p), and pw*„: Hq(v, 2) -+ //«(w, 2) and

pz*u:Hq(u, H')-*Hq(z, 2') be the maps defined in 2.7.  Then f*pw*v **

pzV* since fÍPw*v * PZ#uC Thus /induces a map

(5.2c) /*: Hq(Y, f/) ̂  //"(Z, /*H)

defined as the homotopy-direct limit of the system of maps {/^}. Clearly if

/ = 1 : X —* X then /* is the identity homomorphism, and if X —» Y ■&+ Z, then

(gf)* = f*g* (cf. 3.2).
Let q: X x I —> X be the projection on the first element, and if t GI let

it: X —* X x / be the inclusion defined by it(x) = (x, t).

Theorem 5.3. // fi is a sheaf of H-spaces on the space X and q and it are

the maps defined above, then if: HßXI(X x /, fi x I) —► HF(X, fi) is an H-iso-

morphism and is independent of t G I.

Proof.  Note that q*H = fi x / in view of 5.1. If co is an open cover of

X, then co x / = q~l(cj) is a cover of X x / and q induces the map 17* : Cqp(w, 2)

—» CFXI(w x /, 2'), where 2' = {S(U, q*H), r^}.  This induced map is an H-

isomorphism in view of 5.2. Thus q* is an //-isomorphism, and since qit = 1,

ifq* = (qit)* = 1*, and the map if is an //-isomorphism independent of t G I.
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